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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Analysis and discussion in this chapter were based on the data obtained in field research. 

The data were the result of the test done by the students of SMAN 2 Kupang. There were 20 

students who joined the test. There are three aspects that are evaluated such as: grammar, 

vocabulary, and form aspects. 

 

4.1 Data Analysis  

 In this study the writer found that almost all the 20 students of the tenth-grade of SMAN 2 

Kupang made some errors on grammar, vocabulary, and form aspects. Here the writer analyzed 

the collected data by using analytic method of scoring designed by John Anderson. 

Student 1: Lisa Black Pink  

Her name is Lalisa Manoban we can call him Lisa black pink, Lisa was born in Bangkok, 

Thailand on March 27, 1997. She has pointed nose, oval face, long hair, and white skin. She is a 

very beautiful person, and sexi, she is a singer, rapper, and dancer currently resided in South 

Korea.  

Lisa attend to an internasional school in Bangkok. Praphamontree school. She was a model 

and dancer since child and made a successful audition to YG enterteinment competition in 2010. 

She debuted in 2016 and became the main dancer, lead rapper, and supporting vocalist in 

black pink as maknae (the youngest member). Lisa is also the first non-Korean. 
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 Student 1 produced 3 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+).  

1. Grammar  

(-) we can call him Lisa black pink.  

(+) we can call her Lisa. 

him should be her (she is a woman).  

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 4 on grammar to this student because he 

produced the sentence with grammar or word fairly frequent occasional re-reading necessary for 

full comprehension. 

2. Vocabulary  

(-) internasional  

(+) international  

(-) enterteinment  

(+) entertainment  

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 4 on vocabulary because uses wrong or 

inappropriate words frequent, expression of ideas maybe limited because of inadequate 

vocabulary. 

3. Form  

This student organized his writing describing Lisa black pink is good enough, although 

there are some errors on grammar and vocabulary. He uses simple present tense and past tense in 

describing Lisa black pink. The writer gives score 4 for form. 
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Student 2: My Father  

My father is a handsome person. He is tall and not small. He has black and short hair, 

pointed nose, brown skin, and oval face. My father was born in Slamet, Yogyakarta on 1 

December 1980. He is very smart and kind. My father very scary when eat chicken, because he 

doesn’t like, and he has an allergy, but he is very like about traveling. My father hobbies are 

football, badminton, and traveling. 

My father have two child and wife. He is e very kind person, and very lovely, friendly, and 

patient. My father is also good with others and happy to help. But he is if lazy work. When 

holiday, my father always visit Borobudur temple, because my father very hobbies traveling. I 

love my father, because he is amazing man. We love my father so much. 

Student 2 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+). 

1. Grammar  

(-) My father have two child and wife.  

(+) My father has two children and wife. 

Have should be has. 

Child should be children.  

(-) My father always visit in Borobudur temple. 

(+) My father always visits Borobudur temple. 

Visit should be visits. 

(-) My father very hobbies traveling. 
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(+) My father likes traveling very much.  

Hobbies should be like. 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 2 on grammar to this student because he 

produced the sentence with grammar or word frequent, reader often has to rely on own 

interpretation. 

2. Vocabulary  

(-) have 

(+) has 

(-) visit 

(+) visits 

(-) child 

(+) children 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 4 on vocabulary because uses wrong or 

inappropriate words fairly frequent, expression of ideas maybe limited because of inadequate 

vocabular y. 

3. Form  

This student organized his writing describing his father is good enough, although there are 

some errors on grammar, and vocabulary. He uses simple present tense and past tense in 

describing his father. The writer gives score 4 for form.  

Student 3: Philipe Countinho  

His name is philipe Countinho, we call him Countinho, Countinho was born Rio De 

Janeiro, Brazil on 12 Juni 1992. He has pointed nose, oval face, short hair, and brown skin. He is 

a very handsome person and cool. 
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Philipe Countinho is famous footballer, before playing for Barcelona, he has played for 

Liverpool. People knows his is a good football player. He can run fast and dribble well. 

Student 3 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+). 

1. Grammar  

(-) Countinho was born Rio De Janeiro, Brazil. 

(+) Countinho was born in Rio Janeiro, Brazil. 

(-) Philipe Countinho is famous footballer. 

(+) Philipe Countinho is a famous footballer. 

(-) people knows his is a good football player. 

(+) people know him as a good football player.  

His should be him. 

Knows should be know. 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 4 on grammar to this student because he 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order fairly frequent, occasional re- reading 

necessary for full comprehension. 

2. Vocabulary  

(-) his  

(+) him 

Based on the error above, the writer gives score 4 on the vocabulary, because uses wrong 

or words fairly frequently expression of ideas may be limited because of inadequate vocabulary. 

3. Form  
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This student organized his writing describing Philipe Countinho is good although there are 

some errors are found in grammar, and vocabulary. He uses simple present tense and past tense 

in describing Countinho. The writer gives score 4 for form. 

Student 4: My Father  

My father name is Yakob Lona. He is 45 years old. He is very handsome and dashing man. 

My dad’s tall is about 170 cm and his weight is about 60 kg. 

My father has a pointed noose unlike mine which is flat, his hair black and short. His eyes 

are great and black. My dad and I have a same hobby, we particularly love traveling and going to 

new place which is new for us. My father is very concerned with time for family. 

Student 4 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+). 

1. Grammar  

(-) My father name is Yakob Lona. 

(+) My father’s name is Yakob Lona. 

(-) My father and I have a same hobby. 

(+) My father and I have the same hobby. 

A should be the.  

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 2 on grammar to this student because he 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order frequent, reader often has to rely on own 

interpretation. 

2. Vocabulary  

(-) noose 
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(+) nose 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 3 on vocabulary because limited 

vocabulary and frequent errors clearly hinder expression of ideas ay be limited because of 

inadequate vocabulary. 

3. Form  

This student organized his writing describing his father is good enough, although there are 

some errors are found in grammar and vocabulary, he uses simple present tense in describing his 

father. The writer gives score 3 for form. 

Student 5: Cinta Laura  

Cinta Laura was a famous Indonesian actress. She was born on Agustus 17 1993 in 

Germany. She is as beautiful as any Hollywood starlets. Her thick wavy and long, black hair 

gracefully falls down to her diamond, shaped face. Her eyes are large, but not too large, with 

light eyelashes. 

She as delicate and feminine beauty. When she smiles, which is often, her white teeth 

brighten up her whole face. Also, the dimple cheeks make an extraordinary beaty in the face of 

her.  

Student 5 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+).  

1. Grammar 

(-) Cinta Laura was famous Indonesian actress.  

 (+) Cinta Laura is a famous Indonesian actress. 
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Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 2 on grammar to this student  because she 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order frequent, reader often has to rely on own 

interpretation. 

2. Vocabulary  

(-) Augustus 

(+) August  

(-) beaty  

(+) beauty  

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 3 on vocabulary, because limited 

vocabulary and frequent errors clearly hinder expression of ideas.  

3. Form  

This student organized her writing describing Cinta Laura is good enough, although there 

are some errors are found in grammar and vocabulary the student uses simple present tense and 

past tense in describing Cinta Laura. The writer gives score 3 for form. 

Student 6: Taylor Swift  

Taylor Swift was born with the name Taylor Alison Swift. In daily life an American girl is 

also commonly called Swift. She was born on December 13 th, 1980. She is the daughter of 

Andrea Gardner Swift a housewife, and Scott Kingsley Swift a stockbroker. Swift has a Younger 

brother Austin. 

She has a beautifull face, a slim body, straight har, pointed nose, small eyes. Long hair, 

tall. Her sound beautifull.  
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Student 6 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+). 

1. Grammar  

(-) her sound beautifull. 

(+) her sound is beautiful.  

Based on the error above the writer gives score 4 on grammar to this student because she 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order which do not, however interfere with 

comprehension.  

2. Vocabulary  

(-) beautifull 

(+) beautiful 

Based on the error above, the writer gives score 4 on vocabulary, because uses wrong or 

inappropriate words fairly frequently expression of ideas may be limited because inadequate 

vocabulary.  

3. Form 

This student organized her writing describing Taylor Swift is good enough. Although there 

are some errors found in grammar, and vocabulary the student uses simple present tense and past 

tense in describing Taylor Swift. The writer gives score 4 for form. 

Student 7:  Lionel Messi  

His full name is Lionel Andreas Messi. Hi was born in Rosario, Argentina, on 24 June 

1987. His has white skin, oval face, pointed nose, black eyes, straight and short hair. He has a 
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good personality a football player. Father’s name is Jorge Horacio Messi, and his mother is Celia 

Maria. 

Lionel Messi is a famous footballer playing for Barcelona fc in Spain. He is very talented 

footballer. He can dribble well like dancing, he can also very fast although his body is too short 

for a footballer. He can pas the ball well and help his team winning a game. Beside these 

abilities, Lionel Messi is also excellent goal getter. He often goals in every game he plays.  

Student 7 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+).  

1. Grammar  

(-) his has white skin, oval face, and pointed nose. 

(+) he has white skin, oval face, and pointed nose.  

His should be he  

(-) father’s name is Jorge Messi. 

(+) his father’s name is Jorge Messi. 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 3 on grammar to this student because he 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order frequently efforts of interpretation sometimes 

required on reader’s part.  

2. Vocabulary  

(-) hi 

(+) he 

(-) pas 

(+) pass 
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Based on the errors above the writer gives score 3 on the vocabulary because limited 

vocabulary and frequent errors clearly hinder expression of ideas. 

3. Form 

This student organized her writing describing Lionel Messi is good enough, although there 

are some errors are found in grammar and vocabulary the student uses simple present tense, and 

past tense in describing Lionel Messi. The writer gives score 4 for form.  

Student 8: Taylor Alison Swift  

Taylor Alison Swift is an American singer and song writer. She is known for narrative 

songs about her personal life. Her songs are very popular, Taylor Swift have appeared as one of 

the most influential and powerful women in the world by Forbes and Time. 

Taylor Swift’s age is 28 years old. She was born on December 13, 1989 in Reading, 

Pennsyivania, United States. This beautiful girl her hair is blonde, and her eye color is blue.  

Student 8 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked (-) and one possible with 

(+). 

1. Grammar  

(-) Taylor Swift have appeared as one of the most influential and powerful women in the 

world by ‘’Forbes’’ and ‘’Time’’. 

(+) Taylor Swift has appeared as one of the most influential and powerful women in the 

world by ‘’Forbes’’ and ‘’Time’’. 

Have should be has. 
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Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 4 on grammar to this student because she 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order fairly frequent, occasional re-reading 

necessary for full comprehension.  

2. Vocabulary  

(-) eye 

(+) eyes  

Based on the error above the writer gives score 4 on the vocabulary, because uses wrong or 

inappropriate words fairly frequently expression of ideas may be limited because of inadequate 

vocabulary. 

3. Form  

This student organized her writing describing Taylor Swift is good enough, although there 

are some errors are found in grammar and vocabulary, the student uses simple present tense and 

past tense in describing Taylor Swift. The writer gives score 4 for form. 

Student 9: Justin Bieber  

Justin Drew Bieber or people usually called him Justin Bieber is a popular singer from 

Canada. He became famous after his video while singing uploaded to you tube by his mother and 

seen by usher (his producer at this time). Justin was born on March 1, 1994, in Stanford, Ontario, 

Canada. 

He has long and white hair, sharp nose, and golden-brown eyes. He has high body. 

Addition singing, Justin Bieber can play some of an instrumental music, for example piano, 

drum, guitar, and saxophone. People say that his face is cute, it makes his fans being crazy when 

they meet him.  
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Student 9 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+). 

1. Grammar  

(-) people usually called him Justin Bieber.  

(+) people usually call him Justin Bieber. 

Called should be call. 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 2 on grammar to this student because she 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order frequent, reader often has to rely on own 

interpretation.  

2. Vocabulary  

(-) called  

(+) call 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 4 on vocabulary because uses wrong or 

inappropriate words fairly frequent, expression of ideas maybe limited because of inadequate 

vocabulary. 

3. Form 

This student organized her writing describing Justin Bieber is good enough, although there 

some errors on grammar and vocabulary the student uses simple present tense and past tense in 

describing Justin Bieber. The writer gives score 4 for form.  

Student 10: Shawn Mendes  

His name is Shawn Peter Raul Mendes. He is a singer and song writers, he started his 

career at 2014 when he was upload his video at the most popular video sharing. Vine app, after a 
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few years. He caught the attention of artist manager. Andrew Gertler, and island record AR 

Ziggy chareton, which led to him singing a deal with the record label. His first song is life of the 

party he also win some tropies at ama, teen choice awards and many more.  

Shawn was born in Toronto Canada on August 8,1998. He has pointed nose, and oval face. 

He has good voice and beautiful smile. This handsome boy has 180 centimeters tall and weights 

60 kilograms.  

Student 10 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+). 

1. Grammar  

(-) he started his career at 2014 when he was upload his video at the most popular video 

sharing.  

(+) he started his career at 2014 when he uploaded his video at the most popular video sharing. 

Upload should be uploaded. 

(-) he also win some tropies at ama, teen choice awards, and many more. 

(+) he also wins some trophies at ama, teen choice awards, and many more. 

Win should be wins. 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 3 on grammar to this student because she 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order frequently efforts of interpretation sometimes 

required on reader’s part.  

2. Vocabulary  

(-) tropies  

(+) trophies  
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(-) win  

(+) wins  

(-) upload  

(+) uploaded 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 4 on vocabulary, because uses wrong or 

inappropriate words fairly frequently expression of ideas may be limited because inadequate 

vocabulary.  

3. Form  

this student organized her writing describing Shawn Mendes is good enough, although 

there are some errors found in grammar and vocabulary the student uses simple present tense and 

past tense in describing Shawn Mendes. The writer gives score 4 form.    

Student 11: Christopher Robert Evans 

His name is Cristopher Robert Evans, we can call him Chris. Chris was born in Boston, 

Massachusetts, on 13 June 1981. He is known for his super hero role as the marvel comics 

character of captain America at marvel cinematic universe a human torch in fantastic four from 

2005 to 2007.  

Chris Evans age is 37 years old. He is very handsome person and cool. He is 183 meters 

tall and has a muscular body. He has blue eyes, pointed nose, and short hair. 

Student 11 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+). 

1. Grammar  

(-) Christ Evans age is 37 years old. 
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(+) Christ Evan’s age is 37 years old.  

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 3 on grammar to this student  because she 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order frequently efforts of interpretation sometimes 

required on reader’s part. 

2. Vocabulary  

(-) blues 

(+) blue 

Based on the error above the writer gives score 4 on the vocabulary, because uses wrong or 

inappropriate words fairly frequently expression of ideas may be limited because of inadequate 

vocabulary.  

3. Form  

This student organized her writing describing Christopher Evans is good enough, although 

there are some errors are found in grammar and vocabulary the student uses simple present tense 

and past tense in describing Christ Evans. The writer gives score 4 for form.  

Student 12: Charlie Puth  

Charlie Puth is an American pop singer, he is 25 years old. He was born on December 2, 

1992, and his hometown is Rumson, New Jersey. He suddenly became popular after uploading 

his self-made videos on you tube and making covers.  

He has a great personality and influence on other people. He is a talented self-proclaimed 

singer. He has many self-esteems and entbusiastic. He has a strong jaw line, blonde hair`, brown 

eyes, and scar on one of his eyebrows.  
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He usually play piano while doing his concert, but he is good at many others. Instrument like 

guitar and other. He is kind well influenced pop singer with a unique voice and great 

characteristics.  

Student 12 produced 3 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and possible 

correction with (+).  

1. Grammar  

(-) he usually play piano while doing his concert.  

(+) he usually plays piano while doing his concert 

Play should be plays. 

Based on the error above, the writer gives score 4 on grammar to this student  because she 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order fairly frequent, occasionally re-reading 

necessary for full comprehension.  

2. Vocabulary  

(-) entbusiastic  

(+) enthusiastic 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 4 on vocabulary because uses wrong or 

inappropriate words fairly frequent, expression of ideas maybe limited because of inadequate 

vocabulary.  

3. Form  

This student organized her writing describing Charlie Puth is good enough, although there 

are some errors are found in grammar and vocabulary, the student uses simple present tense and 

past tense in describing Charlie Puth.  The writer gives score 3 for form.  
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Student 13: Zayn Malik  

Zayn Javadd Malik was born on January 12, 1993 in Bradford, West Yorkshire. Known 

magnanimously as Zayn is an singer and songwriter. His auditioned as a solo contestant for the 

British music competition the x factor in 2010. After being eliminated as a solo performer, he 

was brought back into the competition, a long with four other contestants to form the boy band 

that would become known as one direction. He left the group in March 2015 and subseqently 

signed a solo recording contract with RCA records. 

This handsome man has 175 centimeters tall, and weights 60 kilograms. His hair and his 

eye color is brown. He has so many tattos on his body and he has pointed nose.  

Student 13 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

with (+).  

1. Grammar  

(-) Zayn is an singer and songwriter. 

(+) Zayn is a singer and songwriter. 

Based on the error above, the writer gives score 4 on grammar to this student  because she 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order fairly frequent, occasional re-reading 

necessary for full comprehension.  

2. Vocabulary  

(-) tattos  

(+) tattoos  

(-) subseqently 

(+) subsequently  
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Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 3 on vocabulary, because limited 

vocabulary and frequent errors clearly hinder expression of ideas.  

3. Form  

The student organized her writing describing Zayn Malik is good enough, although there 

are some errors found in grammar and vocabulary, the students uses simple present tense and 

past tense in describing Zain Malik. The writer gives score 4 for form. 

Student 14: Ed Sheeran  

Edward Christopher Sheeran, he’s an English singer, songwriter, guitarist, record producer, 

and actor. Sheeran was born in Halifax, West Yorkshire. I really like him, he’s so intelligent 

when he was writing song. He’s so great playing guitar. He attend the academy of contemporary 

music in Guildford as an undergraduate from the age of 18 in 2009. He has brother Matthew he’s 

a composer, he’s born 17 February 1991. 

Ed Sheeran has pointed noise, sweet smile, beautiful eyes, curly hair, and beautiful voice. 

He’s not handsome but so sweet. This guy has created several songs and becomes popular like 

perfect, shape of you, and thinking out load.   

Student 14 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

with (+).  

1. Grammar  

(-) he’s born 17 February 1991.  

(+) he was born on 17th February 1991. 
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Based on the error above, the writer gives score 4 on grammar to this student because she 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order fairly frequent, occasional re-reading 

necessary for full comprehension.  

2. Vocabulary  

(-) noise 

(+) nose 

Based on the error above the writer gives score 4 on the vocabulary, because uses wrong or 

inappropriate words fairly frequently expression of ideas may be limited because of inadequate 

vocabulary.  

3. Form  

This student organized her writing describing Ed Sheeran is good enough, although there 

are some errors are found in grammar and vocabulary, the student uses simple present tense and 

past tense in describing Ed Sheeran. The writer gives score 4 for form.  

Student 15: Cristiano Ronaldo 

His name are Cristiano Ronaldo. We can call him Ronaldo, Ronaldo was born in Funchal 

Madeira Portugal on 5 February 1985. He has pointid nose, oval faced, short hair, and brown 

skin. He a very handsome person, and coold.  

Cristiano Ronaldo are a famous footballer. Before playing for Real Madrid, he has playing 

for Sporting Lisbon, and Manchester United. People know his is a good football player. He can 

run fast and dribble well.  

Student 15 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+). 
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1. Grammar  

(-) his name are Cristiano Ronaldo.  

(+) his name is Cristiano Ronaldo.  

(-) Cristiano Ronaldo are a famous footballer. 

(+) Cristiano is a famous footballer. 

(-) people know his is a good footballer player.  

(+) people know him is a good footballer player.  

(-) before playing for Real Madrid, he has playing for sporting Lisbon and Manchester 

United. 

(+) before playing for Real Madrid, he has played for sporting Lisbon and Manchester 

United.  

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 2 on grammar to this student because he 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order frequent, reader often has to rely on own 

interpretation.  

2. Vocabulary  

(-) pointid nose 

(+) pointed nose 

(-) oval faced  

(+) oval face 

(-) coold  

(+) cool 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 3 on vocabulary, because limited 

vocabulary and frequent errors clearly hinder expression of ideas.  
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3. Form  

This student organized her writing describing Cristiano Ronaldo is good enough, although 

there are some errors are found in grammar and vocabulary the student uses simple present tense 

and past tense in describing Cristiano Ronaldo. The writer gives score 4 for form.  

Student 16: My mother  

My mother is a beautiful person. She is not tall but not small. She have carly hair. Her 

eye’s color like is honey and her skin’s color like brown. She have beautiful smile, she has 

pointed nose. She is a very kind person, she is very lovely, friendly, and patient.  

My mom are also good with others. She is happy to help friends and neighbors who are 

social in trouble. Because she has a very high social soul. My mom always tokes a pity on people 

who ned help.  

Student 16 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+).  

1. Grammar  

(-) she have carly hair. 

(+) she has curly hair. 

(-) she have beautiful smile. 

(+) she has beautiful smile. 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 2 on grammar to this student because she 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order very frequent reader often has to rely on own 

interpretation.  
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2. Vocabulary  

(-) carly  

(+) curly 

(-) tokes  

(+) takes  

(-) ned 

(+) need 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 3 on vocabulary, because limited 

vocabulary and frequent errors clearly hinder expression of ideas. 

3. Form 

This student organized his writing describing her brother is good enough, although there 

are some errors are found in grammar and vocabulary the student uses simple present tense in 

describing his mother. The writer gives score 4 for form.  

Student 17: Agnes Monica 

Her name is Agnes Monica and now she is famous name is Agnezmo. She have pointed 

nose, short hair, oval faced, and white skin. Her are very beautiful and energetik.  

Agnes Monica is the best singer in Indonesia. She always all out in every performance, 

because she always dance together with her team in every song. She is a perfectionist woman 

when she is singing a song.  

Student 17 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+). 

1. Grammar  
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(-) she is famous name is Agnezmo.  

(+) her famous name is Agnezmo. 

(-) she have pointed nose, short hair, oval faced, and white skin. 

(+) she has pointed nose, short hair, oval face, and white skin. 

 (-) her are very beautiful and energetik.  

(+) she is very beautiful and energetic.  

Based on the errors above the writer give score 2 on grammar to this student  because she 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order very frequent reader often has to rely on own 

interpretation.  

2. Vocabulary  

(-) faced 

(+) face 

(-) energetik 

(+) energetic 

(-) dance  

(+) dances 

(-) singing  

(+) sing 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 3 on vocabulary, because limited 

vocabulary and frequent errors clearly hinder expression of ideas. 

3. Form 
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This student organized her writing describing Agnes Monica is good enough, although 

there are some errors are found in grammar and vocabulary the student uses simple present tense 

in describing Agnes Monica. The writer gives score 4 for form. 

Student 18: Tylor Swift 

Taylor Alison Swift is an American singer and songwriter. She is known for narrative 

songs about her personal life, her song are very populary, namely shaik it off, blind space, and 

bad blood. Taylor has appeared as one the most influential and powerful woman in the world by 

forbes and time magazine.  

By 2017 Taylor Swift’s age is 28 years old. She was born on Desember 13, in Reading 

Pennsylvania, United States. This beautiful girl has 178 centimeters tall, and weights 54 

kilograms. Her hair is blonde, and her eyes is blue. Her lips are usually red as she like red color 

very much. 

Taylor is a famous and wealthy woman, but her life was not always so sweet. She suffered 

bullying in the school especially in junior high school. She said that she got dumped on popular 

girls in the school. They thought that was weird that she like country music. This changed after 

she moved to Nashville and become a successful singer. 

 Student 18 produced 3 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+). 

1. Grammar  

(-) her song are very populary.  

(+) her songs are very popular. 
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Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 4 on grammar to this student because he 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order fairly frequent, occasional re-reading 

necessary for full comprehension. 

2. Vocabulary  

(-) populary 

(+) popular 

(-) Desember 

(+) December  

(-) shaik  

(+) shake  

Based on the error above the writer gives score 4 on the vocabulary, because uses wrong or 

inappropriate words fairly frequently expression of ideas may be limited because of inadequate 

vocabulary.  

3. Form  

This student organized her writing describing Taylor Swift is good enough, although there 

are some errors are found in grammar and vocabulary the student uses simple present tense and 

past tense in describing Taylor Swift. The writer gives score 4 for form. 

Student 19: Lionel Messi 

Lionel Messi is one of the best fotball player in the world. He was brown in Rosario, 

Argentina on 24 Juni 1987. His zodiac is cancer. He is pointed nose, white skin, black hair, and 

oval face.  

Lionel Messi are a famous footballer. He are a good football player. He can run fast and 

dribble well. 
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Student 19 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+). 

1. Grammar  

(-) he is pointed nose, white skin, black hair, and oval face. 

(+) he has pointed nose, white skin, black hair, and oval face. 

(-) Lionel Messi are a famous footballer. 

(+) Lionel Messi is a famous footballer. 

(-) he are a good football player. 

(+) he is a good football player. 

Based on the errors above the writer give score 2 on grammar to this student because he 

produced the sentence with grammar or word order very frequent reader often has to rely on own 

interpretation. 

2. Vocabulary  

(-) fotball 

(+) football 

(-) brown 

(+) born  

(-) juni 

(+) June  

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 3 on vocabulary, because limited 

vocabulary and frequent errors clearly hinder expression of ideas. 

3. Form  
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This student organized her writing describing Lionel Messi is good enough, although there are 

some errors are found in grammar and vocabulary the student uses simple present tense and past 

tense in describing Lionel Messi. The writer gives score 4 for form. 

 

Student 20: Sandro  

Him is my friend, he’s name Sandro Ndewi. He have pointed nose, carly hair, round face, 

and blak skin. He is a very kind person, he is very lovely, friendli, and patient.  

Sandro is also good with others, he is happy to help friends who are social in trouble. 

Because he a very high social soul. 

Student 20 produced 2 paragraphs. The following are the examples of the errors in writing 

committed by this student. Student’s work considered wrong is marked with (-) and one possible 

correction with (+). 

1. Grammar  

(-) him is my friend. 

(+) he is my friend. 

(-) he’s name Sandro Ndewi. 

(+) his name is Sandro Ndewi. 

(-) he have pointed nose, carly hair, round face, and blak skin. 

(+) he has pointed nose, curly hair, round face, and black skin. 

(-) because he a very high social soul 

(+) because he has a very high social soul.  
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Based on the errors above, the writer give score 2 on grammar to this student because she 

produced the sentence with  grammar or word order very frequent reader often has to rely on 

own interpretation. 

2. Vocabulary  

(-) carly  

(+) curly 

(-) blak 

(+) black 

(-) loveli 

(+) lovely  

(-) friendli 

(+) friendly 

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 3 on vocabulary, because limited 

vocabulary and frequent errors clearly hinder expression of ideas. 

3. Form  

This student organized her writing describing her friend is good enough, although there are 

some errors are found in grammar and vocabulary the student uses simple present tense in 

describing her friend. The writer gives score 4 for form. 

 

4.2 Discussion 

In the following the writer presents some tables which show student’s scores based on the 

result of the analysis. The writer only assessed student’s composition on three aspects: Grammar 

(SG), Vocabulary (SV), and Form (SF). 
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Table 1. the student’s Writing Scores  

SN SG SV SF TOTAL 

SCORE 

LEVEL 

OF 

ABILITY 

1 4 4 4 12 Good 

2 2 4 4 10 Good 

3 4 4 4 12 Good 

4 2 3 3 8 Average 

5 2 3 3 8 Average 

6 4 4 4 12 Good 

7 3 3 4 10 Good 

8 4 4 4 12 Good 

9 2 4 4 10 Good 

10 3 4 4 11 Good 

11 3 4 4 11 Good 

12 4 4 3 11 Good 

13 4 3 4 11 Good 

14 4 4 4 12 Good 

15 2 3 4 9 Average 

16 2 3 4 9 Average 

17 2 3 4 9 Average 

18 4 4 4 12 Good 

19 2 3 4 9 Average 

20 2 3 4 9 Average 

20 59 71 77 207  

CLASS OF 

AVERAGE 
2.95 3.55 3.85 10.35 Good 

 

Clarification: 
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SN: Student Number 

SG: Score of Grammar 

SV: Score of Vocabulary 

SF: Score of Form 

The table shows that the total score of grammar is 59, vocabulary is 71, and form is 77. 

The total score of those three aspects of writing is 207. The class average mark for aspect of 

grammar is (59/20) = 2.95 (Average), vocabulary is (71/20) = 3.55 (Average), form is (77/20) = 

3.85 (Average) and the total score of three aspects of writing is (207/20) = 10.35. While, the 

class average mark is obtained from accumulation overall aspects of writing as drawn below: 

SG: 2.95+ SV: 3.55 + SF: 3.85 = 10.35 so level of ability classified as ‘’GOOD’’.  

Table 2. The score Description of student’s writing in Grammar. 

The formulated used to calculate the percentage of the student’s number of its score on grammar, 

vocabulary, and form is derived from: 

 

                            

               
               

           

 

Score Students  Level  Percentage 

% 

1 0 0 0 

2 9 Average 45 

3 3 Average 15 

4 8 Good 40 

5 0 0 0 
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6 0 0 0 

Total 20  100 

 

Based on the score given to student’s writing, there is no student who gets 6 and 5. 9 

students who get score 2 (45 %), 3 students who get score 3 (15 %), 8 students who get score 4 

(40 %), and there is no student who gets score 1.  

Table 3. The Score Description of student’s Writing in Vocabulary  

Score Students Level Percentage 

% 

1 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 

3 9 Average 45 

4 11 Good 55 

5 0 0 0 

6 0 0 0 

Total 20  100 

 

The table shows that there is no student who get grade 6 and 5. 11 students who get score 4 

(55 %), 9 students who get score 3 (45 %), and there is no student who get score 2 and 1. 

Table 4. The Score Description of Student’s Writing in Form 

Score Students Level Percentage 

% 

1 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 

3 3 Average 15 

4 17 Good 85 

5 0 0 0 
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6 0 0 0 

 

The table shows that there is no student gets grade 6, and no student who gets score 5. 17 

students who get score 4 (85 %), 3 students who get score 3 (15%), and there is no student who 

gets score 2, and 1.   

Table 5. The Scores Description of Student’s Ability in Writing  

 

No Standard of 

Measurement 

Frequently Level of 

Ability 

Percentage 

% 

1 16-18 0 Excellent 0 

2 13-15 0 Very 

Good 

0 

3 10-12 13 Good 65 

4 7-9 7 Average 35 

5 4-6 0 Below 

Average 

0 

6 1-3 0 Bad 0 

 Total 20  100 
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From the scoring measurement, the writer found that there is no student getting the highest 

score 16-18 (excellent) and no student getting score 13-15 (very good). There were 13 students 

getting 10-12 (good), and there were 7 students getting 7-9 (average). While there is no student 

getting very good, below average, and bad.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


